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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 230 
Click the Task button. Place each action on the security life cycle term that describes its role 
within an organization. 

Answer: 
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QUESTION: 231
 
A system user exploits a buffer overflow to become root. What type of attack is it?
 

A.   port scan attack 
B.   superuser attack 
C. resource exhaustion attack 
D. escalated privileged access attack 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 232 
As a result of a recent security audit, a security administrator is told to restrict access to the telnet 
and ftp services to a set of administrative workstations. All other services started from inetd 
should be disabled. Which three actions must be taken by the administrator to correctly respond to 
the audit finding? (Choose three.) 

A.  pkill -HUP inetd 
B.   pkill -HUP telnetd ftpd 
C. set the ENABLE_TCPWRAPPERS to YES in /etc/default/inetd 
D. set the ENABLE_TCP_WRAPPERS to YES in /etc/default/tcpd 
E.   assign the telnet and ftp services to the administrative workstations in /etc/hosts.allow; add 
ALL to /etc/hosts.deny 
F.   assign the telnet and ftp services to the administrative workstations in /etc/tcpd/hosts.allow; 
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add ALL to /etc/tcpd/hosts.deny 

Answer: A, C, E 

QUESTION: 233
 
What is the smallest Solaris OE meta-cluster that includes Solaris Secure Shell?
 

A.   SUNWCreq 
B.  SUNWCall 
C. SUNWCuser 
D. SUNWCprog 
E. SUNWCXall 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 234
 
Which cryptographic assurances are provided by SSL?
 

A.   confidentiality, integrity, availability 
B.   authorization, confidentiality, message integrity 
C. confidentiality, client authentication, server authentication 
D. authentication, confidentiality, access control, non-repudiation 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 235 
Which command forwards the TCP port 3001 on the local host to the telnet port on the remote 
host xyzzy? 

A.   telnet xyzzy 3001 
B.  rsh xyzzy telnet 3001 
C. ssh localhost:3001 xyzzy:23 
D. ssh -L3001:localhost:23 xyzzy 

Answer: D 
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QUESTION: 236
 
Which user configuration file contains the public keys of trusted remote servers?
 

A.   /etc/ssh/known_hosts 
B.   /etc/ssh/identity.pub 
C. $HOME/.ssh/known_hosts 
D. $HOME/.ssh/identity.pub 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 237
 
Which entry in /etc/inet/inetd.conf protects the in.fingerd service using TCP Wrappers?
 

A.   finger stream tcp6 nowait nobody /usr/sfw/sbin/tcpd in.fingerd 
B.   finger stream tcp6 nowait nobody in.fingerd /usr/sfw/sbin/tcpd 
C. in.fingerd stream tcp6 nowait nobody /usr/sfw/sbin/tcpd finger 
D. in.fingerd stream tcp6 nowait nobody finger /usr/sfw/sbin/tcpd 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 238
 
Which two services support TCP Wrappers by default in the Solaris 9 OE? (Choose two.)
 

A.  inetd 
B.   rpcbind 
C. sendmail 
D. automountd 
E. Solaris Secure Shell 

Answer: A, E 

QUESTION: 239 
User alice begins to log in to a remote server named foo using Solaris Secure Shell. This message 
is displayed: 
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The authenticity of host foo can't be established. RSA key fingerprint in md5 is:
 
04:9f:bd:fc:3d:3e:d2:e7:49:fd:6e:18:4f:9c:26
 
Are you sure you want to continue connecting(yes/no)?
 
What is the meaning of the message?
 

A.   The user alice is being asked to accept, install, and save a public key for the user alice. 
B. The user alice is being asked to accept, install, and save a private key for the user alice. 
C. The user alice is being asked to accept, install, and save a public key for the server foo. 
D. The user alice is being asked to accept, install, and save a private key for the server foo. 
E. The user alice is being asked to accept, install, and save a public and private key pair for the 
user alice. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 240 
To prevent man-in-the-middle attacks and provide strong user authentication, the security 
administrator configures the server using RSA authentication and the client using user RSA 
authentication. Assuming that the Solaris Secure Shell is configured to use version 2 of the Secure 
Shell protocol, what is the correct set of private keys? 

A.   The client uses $HOME/.ssh/id_rsa and the server uses  /etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key. 
B.   The client uses /etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key and the server uses  /etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key. 
C. The client uses $HOME/.ssh/id_rsa.pub and the server uses  /etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key.pub. 
D. The client uses /etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key.pub and the server uses 
/etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key.pub. 

Answer: A 
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